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Roberta L. Reinstein, Port of Oakland, September 28, 2005 1

G-1. Comment noted.  BART will continue to maintain consistent communication with the 2
Port’s Maritime Division staff to ensure proposed retrofit activities will not interfere 3
with Port of Oakland operations. 4

G-2. As stated in the EA (page S-1), pursuant to the CEQA exemption then in effect, the 5
BART Board of Directors adopted the proposed project as described in the EA for the 6
purposes of CEQA.  The 2005 CEQA bill to which the comment refers will apply to 7
future earthquake safety activities.  BART will continue to maintain communication 8
with the Port of Oakland to ensure any potential changes in project schedule do not 9
adversely affect any Port operations within the Maritime area.   10

G-3. As discussed in EA section 2.2.1, “The Transbay Tube was installed by dredging a trench 11
along the Bay bottom and laying a 2-foot thick layer of gravel to the bottom of the 12
trench.”  The proposed project involves retrofit activities for existing structures and does 13
not require dredging a trench along the Bay bottom.   14

G-4. Proposed retrofit activities are anticipated to commence in winter 2006; the project 15
construction schedule is based on quarters, not months. 16

G-5. EA section 2.4.1 describes design variations considered for retrofit of the Transbay Tube, 17
but eliminated from further evaluation.  Consistent with this comment, the EA has been 18
revised to state that four design variations were considered as alternatives to stitching 19
the Tube (see revised EA section 2.1.5).20

G-6. Please refer to EA Figure 2-18 for the general location of aerial structures and station 21
retrofits.22

G-7. BART will continue to work with the Port to ensure any unexpected cultural resources 23
encountered during construction will be treated consistent with the Port’s Emergency 24
Plan of Action for Discoveries of Unknown Historic or Archaeological Resources.25

G-8. Identifying level of service (LOS) conditions during non-peak hours is generally not 26
required during standard surveys and modeling; therefore, conditions were determined 27
by the PeMS database that logs average speeds along freeway intersections from 28
California freeway traffic detectors, as well as incident-related data from the California 29
Highway Patrol (CHP).  According to PeMS data identifying travel speeds along the 30
four freeway intersections identified in the EA, during non-peak hours, average speeds 31
are generally greater than 60 miles per hour consistent with LOS D or better conditions.  32
Furthermore, as several seismic retrofit techniques have been determined to be 33
technically infeasible and/or ineffective and will not be implemented as part of the 34
project (i.e., stitching the Tube; piles and collar anchorage; and the Isolation Wall 35
Retrofit Concept), the total project dredge volume has been reduced to 5,000 cy, 36
resulting in a substantial reduction in the number of truck trips required to haul dredge 37
material analyzed in the EA.   38

G-9. Comment noted. 39
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G-10. Comment noted.1

G-11. Based on further design analysis, BART has determined that stitching the Tube is not a 2
viable retrofit technique for preventing longitudinal movement at the seismic joints (see 3
revised EA section 2.1.1), and therefore, stitching at the Oakland end will not occur.  4
However, for any excavations occurring on Port property, BART will consult with the 5
Port to ensure that all applicable geotechnical reports, design plans, and 6
recommendations are provided for review by the Port to ensure proposed retrofit 7
activities will not interfere with Port of Oakland operations.  8

G-12. BART will continue to work with Port staff and provide copies of applicable Health and 9
Safety Plans and Soils Management Plans for retrofit activities located on Port property.  10
In addition, a SWPPP will be prepared and implemented for all landside project 11
activities in accordance with the Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 402 permits, as 12
discussed in EA Appendix C, section C.1.  13
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Steve Castleberry, Water Transit Authority, September 28, 2005 1

H-1. Comment noted.   2

H-2. See response to Comment F-7.  BART intends to provide continual access to the North 3
and South Terminals through mitigation (summarized) requiring construction supply 4
barges to be tied off at the northern and eastern ends of the Platform, and use of another 5
berth at SBC Park or Pier 27 in the event of unscheduled maintenance or emergency.  In 6
addition, a functionally equivalent temporary terminal for Golden Gate Ferry operations 7
is proposed to ensure continual service throughout the duration of construction as 8
described in revised EA section 2.2.3 and identified on Figure 8.  Mitigation is also 9
proposed (see revised EA section 2.2.3, Ground Transportation) to ensure adequate 10
pedestrian access and circulation by maintaining a 40-foot wide corridor behind the 11
Ferry Building, and through dedicated queuing areas at each of the ferry terminals.  12
BART will continue to work with the Water Transit Authority (WTA) to ensure proper 13
implementation of these mitigation measures to maintain continual ferry operations. 14

H-3. See response to Comment H-2.  Based on further design analysis, BART has determined 15
the following techniques to be technically infeasible and/or ineffective for retrofit 16
activities in the vicinity of the Ferry Plaza Platform:  stitching the Tube; piles and collar 17
anchorage; and the Isolation Wall Retrofit Concept.  Therefore, impacts associated with 18
implementation of these retrofit activities will not occur.   19

H-4. See response to Comment F-7.  Based on further design review, the referenced EA Table 20
3.4-7 mitigation measures were revised to more specifically address and minimize vessel 21
transportation impacts anticipated under the plaza-based construction method.  See also 22
revised EA section 2.2.3 for additional details.  23

H-5. Please see response to Comment F-7.  Revised mitigation measures proposed to ensure 24
all ferry terminal operations are maintained throughout the duration of proposed 25
construction activities are described in detail in revised EA section 2.2.3.  Measures 26
include (in summary):  construction of a temporary, dual-berth Golden Gate Ferry 27
Terminal at future Gate C; reconstruction of a permanent Golden Gate Ferry Terminal at 28
the Platform following project completion; tying off construction supply barges to the 29
northern and eastern ends of the Platform or providing advanced notice of barge 30
movement; and, specific to unscheduled maintenance or potential emergency situations, 31
providing access to a SBC or Pier 27 ferry berth.  Access to all six operating berths is 32
proposed to be maintained throughout construction at the Platform.  As a result, the 33
need to adjust schedules (referenced EA mitigation measures 1 and 3) is not anticipated 34
except on an occasional basis and with the concurrence of the ferry operator.  Therefore, 35
the proposed project would not interfere with the ability of ferry operators to maintain 36
service under normal operations or in the event of an emergency.   37

H-6. See response to Comment H-5.  The ferry berths at SBC Park and/or Pier 27 will only be 38
used in the event of unscheduled maintenance or emergency situations; these berths will 39
not be used for commuter services or as a relocation option for ferry terminal 40
infrastructure or operations.  Implementation of revised vessel transportation mitigation 41
measures (see revised EA section 2.2.3) will ensure impacts to ferry service at all 42
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terminals at the Ferry Building are avoided or minimized throughout the duration of 1
project construction.2

H-7. Please see response to Comments H-5 and H-6.  The referenced EA mitigation measures 3
1, 2, and 3 from Table 3.4-7 have been eliminated (e.g., adjustment of schedules) and/or 4
refined (e.g., use of SBC Park or Pier 27 ferry berths for unscheduled maintenance or 5
emergency situations only) as described in revised EA section 2.2.3.  The detail of all 6
vessel transportation mitigation measures was increased to effectively address and 7
minimize impacts, and to ensure continual ferry terminal operations throughout the 8
duration of construction.  As a result, there is no need for additional capacity or 9
construction of an additional ferry gate south of the existing South Terminal.  Future 10
planning by the Port and the ferry operators for a potential additional ferry gate is too 11
speculative at this time to be analyzed in the EA.  12

H-8. Please see response to Comment C-5.  The proposed construction phases at the Platform 13
are described in revised EA section 2.1.2 and depicted on Figures 2 through 7.  The total 14
maximum area of the Platform to be removed is approximately 59,000 sf, which is 15
consistent with estimates analyzed in the EA.  However, the maximum Platform area 16
that would be restricted from public use during any of the construction phases would be 17
39,000 sf.  To ensure sufficient pedestrian access behind the Ferry Building duration 18
construction, the EA has been revised to include provisions for a 40-foot wide corridor 19
located at the rear of the Ferry Building (see revised section 2.2.2, Ground 20
Transportation).  Visual impacts resulting from the temporary removal of public 21
viewing space at the Platform are described in EA section 3.8.2.2.  Visual impacts 22
resulting from the proposed construction and operation of the temporary Golden Gate 23
Ferry Terminal at future Gate C are assessed in revised EA section 2.2.8.   24

H-9. Please see response to Comment F-7.  The EA has been modified to clarify that BART 25
will provide a temporary Golden Gate Ferry Terminal at future Gate C, including a 26
functionally equivalent ticketing booth (see revised EA section 2.2.3).  Future planning 27
by the Port and the ferry operators for a potential consolidated ticket facility is too 28
speculative at this time to be analyzed in the EA.   29

H-10. Please see response to Comment F-36.  Further design review indicates that an estimated 30
six of the total 116 steel pipe piles associated with Pile Array installation at the San 31
Francisco Transition Structure may require use of an impact hammer due to difficult soil 32
conditions.  However, use of an impact pile driver will be limited those times discussed 33
in revised EA Section 2.2.1, to minimize noise levels experienced by neighboring tenants 34
and patrons (i.e., within 200 feet of construction activity).35

H-11. As described in response to Comment F-36 and revised EA section 2.2.1, high public use 36
times are described for this project as the lunch and dinner hours, consistent with 37
mitigation proposed for the Downtown San Francisco Ferry Terminal Project and 38
implemented successfully during construction of the San Francisco Muni Project.  Pile 39
driving activities will be limited to between the hours of 7:00 A.M. and 12:00 noon, and 40
between 1:30 P.M. and 3:30 P.M. to have the least impact on the restaurant patrons and 41
other people using the public outdoor and indoor spaces at the San Francisco Ferry 42
Plaza.  Revised EA Project Construction Standards for Noise (section 2.2.1) have been 43
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refined to further ensure noise levels on sensitive receptors within 200 feet of the San 1
Francisco Transition Structure associated with use of general construction equipment, 2
dredging activities, and oscillating or rotating techniques are maintained within BART 3
construction noise limits.  4

H-12. Please see response to Comments F-18 and F-36.  5
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Byron Rhett, Port of San Francisco, September 30, 2005 1

I-1. BART also anticipates entering into agreements with the Port, and will continue to work 2
with the Port to ensure project activities are consistent with their policies and objectives.   3

I-2. Comment noted.  Responses to each of the Port’s specific comments are provided below.  4

I-3. Comment noted.  Responses to each of the Port’s specific comments are provided below.   5

I-4. BART’s construction management and community outreach team will be used to 6
facilitate the proposed project.  BART’s construction management staff will be tasked 7
with the mission of enforcing compliance with the BART construction contract, 8
including all environmental mitigation measures that are incorporated into the contract 9
documents.  Typical enforcement mechanisms can include refusal to accept substandard 10
work, suspension or delay of work, or withholding of payment.   11

BART also has an experienced Community Relations (CR) staff tasked with the mission 12
of conducting project communications and maintaining contact with key local 13
stakeholders, affected groups and the general public.  The goal is to provide advance 14
information and preparation for those affected by construction, followed by responsive 15
communications throughout construction.   16

Periodic meetings are held to keep groups informed about contract progress, learn of 17
construction-related issues, provide status check-ins, and to provide an opportunity to 18
hear concerns and discuss issues.  The CR staff maintain several forms of public 19
communication, including e-mail, a telephone hotline, and written communications.  20
During construction, a contact phone number will be posted in the work areas.  A 21
project website is kept up to date as project information evolves.  The CR staff is also in 22
constant contact with the BART project management staff to convey the project issues 23
raised by the public that require resolution with the contractor.24

During construction, a single point of contact is identified for communication with 25
affected groups.  This streamlined approach allows for reliable, effective 26
communications.  The CR lead is positioned to address concerns in the field and respond 27
directly to those expressing concerns.  A Master Resolution Database is maintained to 28
provide a record of issues raised and addressed.  Notifications are distributed in 29
advance of the start of all major construction activities to allow recipients to prepare for 30
the new activity.  BART project management and CR staff will work with stake holders 31
to evaluate the posting of information in a variety of locations in and around the project 32
work area, and will maintain information at community centers such as libraries, city 33
hall, community recreation centers and other such locations. 34

The construction management and community outreach team will also ensure 35
compliance with BART’s standard construction practices, including Article GC7 of the 36
2003 General Conditions for Construction Contracts and Section 01 57 00 of BART 37
Facilities, Standards, Standard Specifications, Release 1.2.  Furthermore, EA vessel 38
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transportation and noise mitigation measures have been refined to minimize 1
environmental impacts (see revised EA sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3).   2

I-5. BART will continue to consult closely with the Port and will obtain the Port’s consent as 3
necessary to ensure any new agreements between BART and Port tenants are not in 4
conflict with existing Port contracts.  BART, in cooperation with Caltrans and FHWA, 5
will consult with the Port to discuss and coordinate implementation of the mitigation 6
measures identified in the EA, to ensure ferry and commercial operations are adequately 7
maintained throughout the extent of construction activities at the Ferry Terminal area.  8
All temporary and permanent replacement structures will be designed to provide the 9
functional equivalent of the existing facilities, but will also be consistent with applicable 10
current building and seismic code standards.  In addition, although implementation of 11
mitigation measures is expected to ensure that construction period impacts remain less 12
than substantial, BART will continue to consult with the Port and other affected entities 13
to refine the implementation of these measures, in order to further minimize any 14
unanticipated impacts and to address the Port’s interests and obligations.   15

I-6. BART will enter into an agreement with the Port, the form of which will be agreed upon 16
between the Port and BART (which may or may not be a joint powers agreement).  The 17
agreement will enable ongoing discussion to refine the implementation of mitigation 18
measures, as more detailed information about project design and construction becomes 19
available.20

I-7. The EA has been revised to clarify the existing tenants, uses, and features located within 21
the Ferry Building/Downtown Ferry Terminal Area consistent with this comment.  In 22
summary, the following existing settings have been updated: 23

Revised EA section 2.2.1 (Noise) to reflect the proximity of nearby Port properties 24
and operations, including the Ferry Building, Agriculture Building, Pier 1 offices, 25
Sinbads, and Pier 1 Deli, as well as other City properties along the Embarcadero, 26
such as residential areas, hotels, and commercial/office uses. 27

Revised EA section 2.2.3 (Vessel Transportation) to describe the Downtown Ferry 28
Terminal and Ferry Platform facilities and ferry services, including at the North 29
Terminal, Golden Gate District Ferry Terminal, and South Terminal. 30

Revised EA section 2.2.7 (Social Impacts) related to public access uses and 31
improvements on the Platform and around the Ferry Building, including the Ferry 32
Building Marketplace and offices, Farmers Market areas, World Trade Club, 33
Gandhi statue, and hardscape and landscape materials. 34

I-8. The information provided in the preceding comment has been incorporated into the 35
revised EA (see response to Comments I-9 through I-19).   36

I-9. Please see response to Comment F-7.  BART has refined vessel transportation mitigation 37
measures and integrated additional details into the conceptual design of the temporary, 38
floating Golden Gate Ferry Terminal at future Gate C to ensure continual ferry operations 39
throughout the duration of construction (see Figure 8).  The revised EA has also been 40
modified to assess temporary effects of the temporary Golden Gate Ferry Terminal 41
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including turbidity, resuspension of bottom sediments, fill, noise, pedestrian circulation, 1
and visual effects (see revised EA section 2.2.8).   2

I-10. Please see response to Comment F-18.  Noise impacts at the closest sensitive receptors 3
identified in this comment are expected to be minimal with implementation of the 4
revised project noise reduction measures described in revised EA section 2.2.1.  These 5
measures were proposed for the San Francisco Downtown Ferry Terminal Project, and 6
implemented successfully during construction of the San Francisco Muni Project.  7
Implementation of the noise reduction measures identified in the EA is expected to 8
ensure that noise impacts remain less than substantial.  Nevertheless, BART will 9
continue to consult with the Port and other affected entities to refine the implementation 10
of these measures, in order to further minimize any unanticipated impacts.   11

I-11. The EA section 3.3.2.2 describes potential construction impacts on the Ferry Building 12
resulting from potential pile driving activity within 200 feet.  Because of the recent 13
seismic retrofitting and stabilization done to the Ferry Building, pile driving is not 14
expected to have an adverse effect.  The Agriculture Building is located approximately 15
400 feet away from the six potential pile driving locations located adjacent and north of 16
the existing BART Transition structure.  The EA determined that potential pile driving 17
vibration beyond 200 feet is not expected to have any measurable effect on buildings 18
constructed prior to modern reinforcement techniques.  Therefore, project construction 19
would have no effect on the historical integrity of the Agriculture Building.  Sinbad’s 20
and the Pier 1 Deli are similarly located beyond 200 feet from potential pile driving 21
activities.  However, in the event of unforeseen vibration impacts, BART has agreed to 22
conduct pre- and post-construction surveys to document structural conditions of the 23
Ferry Building and the Agricultural Building at project completion (see revised EA 24
section 2.2.2).  If applicable, work would be performed in accordance with the 25
referenced Secretary of Interior Standards for Historic Rehabilitation.  26

I-12. Please see response to Comment F-7.  BART has refined the conceptual design of the 27
temporary Golden Gate Ferry Terminal at future Gate C (see Figure 8).  Relocation of the 28
Golden Gate ferry terminal, as well as mitigation to ensure construction and supply 29
barges do not interfere with terminal access, will ensure that operations of all ferry berths 30
will be maintained at a comparable level of service throughout project construction (see 31
revised EA section 2.2.3).  The proposed mitigation measures have been designed to avoid 32
any potential “cross-over” traffic related to ferry arrivals and departures.   33

I-13. Please see response to Comment F-7 and Figure 8.  The full text and analysis of revised 34
mitigation measures are described in revised EA section 2.2.3.  Details of the 35
construction phasing plan are identified in revised EA section 2.1.2, and are shown on 36
Figures 2 through 7.  Impacts associated with implementation of the temporary Golden 37
Gate Ferry Terminal are assessed in section 2.2.8, and mitigation identified, as 38
appropriate.39

I-14. Please see response to Comment F-7.  To ensure adequate access is provided for Golden 40
Gate District’s ferry operations and a comparable level of service is maintained 41
throughout construction, Golden Gate District’s existing vessel infrastructure and 42
support services will be relocated to a temporary, dual-berth ferry terminal at future 43
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Gate C (see Figure 8).  The full text and analysis of revised mitigation measures are 1
described in revised EA section 2.2.3.   2

I-15. Revised EA section 2.1.2, and Figures 2 through 7, identify the proposed construction 3
phases at the Platform, which include the temporary removal and replacement of the 4
Platform structure itself.  Design and reconstruction of the Port facilities altered during 5
construction will meet applicable code requirements.   6

The Ferry Terminal at the San Francisco Ferry Plaza Platform proposed for removal and 7
temporary relocation will also be rebuilt based on further consultation between BART, 8
Caltrans, FHWA, the Golden Gate District, and other responsible agencies (e.g., Port of 9
San Francisco, BCDC), and will meet applicable code requirements.  Please see Section 10
2.2.3 for additional information. 11

I-16. Please see response to Comment F-7.  BART will coordinate with the Port’s Homeland 12
Security Director and the City of San Francisco Office of Emergency Services to develop 13
any alternative response plans for emergencies that could arise during project 14
construction. 15

I-17. EA section 3.8.2.2 assesses the impacts of San Francisco Transition Structure construction 16
activity on visual resources.  In addition, revised EA section 2.2.8 assesses the visual 17
impacts associated with implementation of the proposed temporary terminal at future 18
Gate C.  Construction effects would be temporary, and the Platform and vicinity would 19
be restored to its in-kind condition following construction.  Therefore, project 20
construction, including removal of a portion of the platform, would not affect the 21
broader scenic setting and impacts on visual quality would be negligible.  In addition, 22
revised EA section 2.2.8 includes mitigation measures intended to direct visitors to other 23
nearby, publicly-accessible viewing locations, thereby linking important and 24
underutilized scenic resources located along the waterfront.  Implementation of the 25
proposed mitigation measures is expected to ensure that impacts from loss of public 26
access viewing space will remain less than substantial.  Nevertheless, BART will 27
continue to consult with the Port and other affected entities to refine the implementation 28
of these measures, in order to further minimize any unanticipated impacts.   29

I-18. The EA (page 3.10-5, lines 15-25) identifies project measures that will be implemented to 30
minimize off-site construction impacts related to air quality emissions, and references 31
the BART Seismic Retrofit Project Construction Standards Manual for additional details.  32
As described in revised EA section 2.2.6, BART will implement best management 33
practices for dust control, including the applicable BAAQMD “Basic,” “Enhanced,” and 34
“Optional” control measures to reduce fugitive PM10 emissions (e.g., dust) from 35
proposed construction activities.   36

I-19. Please see response to Comments C-6 and F-7.  BART will continue to work with the 37
Port and tenants to address their concerns to ensure that disruption of their businesses is 38
minimized, mitigation measures are implemented (see revised EA section 2.2.7), and 39
public access to affected businesses is maintained throughout project construction.  40
BART’s project management and community outreach team will be actively involved 41
throughout the construction period to quickly respond to and resolve any issues that 42
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may arise.  However, although social impacts must be considered for purposes of 1
NEPA, including impacts on access to services that Port tenants provide to the public, 2
the tenants’ potential lost business income is not an environmental impact.   3
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Ernest Sanchez, City of Alameda, (on behalf of the Alameda Harbor Bay Ferry and 1
Alameda/Oakland Ferry Service), October 13, 2005  2

J-1. EA mitigation measures have been revised to eliminate all references to “representatives 3
from the Alameda-Harbor Bay Ferry.”  Please see revised EA section 2.2.3 for additional 4
details.5

J-2. Please see response to Comment F-7.  Vessel transportation mitigation measures have 6
been revised to ensure all ferry terminal operations are maintained during proposed 7
construction activities at the Ferry Plaza Platform to avoid temporary impacts associated 8
with loss of ridership (see revised EA section 2.2.3).  Specifically, to avoid impacts at the 9
South Terminal, BART proposes to tie-off construction supply barges at the northern 10
and eastern ends of the Platform and/or to provide the City of Alameda 48-hours 11
advanced notice if a construction supply barge needs to be moved during ferry hours of 12
operation.  In addition, in the event of unscheduled maintenance or an emergency 13
situation, access to a SBC Park or Pier 27 ferry berth is proposed.  As a result, requiring 14
adjustment of ferry schedules is no longer anticipated.   15

J-3. Please see response to Comment J-2.  In the event of unscheduled maintenance or 16
emergency situation, such as a boat breaking down at berth, access to another ferry 17
berth at SBC Park or Pier 27 will be provided to ensure continual ferry operations 18
throughout the duration of construction (see revised EA section 2.2.3 for details).  With 19
implementation of the revised mitigation measures, requiring adjustment of schedules 20
(EA Table 3.4-7 measures 1 and 3) is no longer anticipated.  21

J-4. Please see response to Comment J-1.22

J-5. Please see response to Comments H-5 and H-6.  The ferry berths at SBC Park and/or 23
Pier 27 will only be used in the event of unscheduled maintenance or emergency 24
situations, and were not intended for commuter use.  25

J-6. As described in revised EA section 2.2.3, mitigation measures to minimize or avoid 26
vessel transportation impacts are provided for all ferry operators at the Ferry Building.  27
The referenced mitigation measure is specific to Golden Gate Ferry Terminal operations, 28
and is proposed to offset impacts associated with precluding access to existing Golden 29
Gate District infrastructure at the Ferry Platform (see response to Comment F-7).  To 30
avoid impacts to ferry operations at the South Terminal, mitigation is proposed 31
requiring construction supply barges to tie-off to the northern and eastern ends of the 32
Platform, or to provide 48-hours advanced notice in the case a barge needs to be moved 33
during ferry hours of operation.  In addition, in the event of unscheduled ferry 34
maintenance, or emergency situations that may affect any of the six berths at the Ferry 35
Building, use of a SBC Park or Pier 27 ferry berth would made be available (see revised 36
EA section 2.2.2).  Therefore, impacts associated with loss of ridership resulting from 37
delays is not anticipated.38

J-7. As discussed in revised EA section 2.2.3 and depicted on Figures 2 through 7, 39
construction supply barges will be tied off to the northern and eastern ends of the 40
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Platform to avoid interfering with ferry operations at the South Terminal throughout the 1
duration of construction.  In the event that a barge would need to be moved during ferry 2
hours of operation, BART has agreed to provide 48-hours advanced notice to the City of 3
Alameda.  Therefore, vessel transportation impacts resulting from precluding access to 4
the northern berth at the South Terminal would be avoided.  5
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Laurence Young, Chan, Doi & Leal, LLP, on behalf of the Ferry Plaza Limited Partnership 1
and World Trade Club, September 27, 2005 2

K-1. Based on further design review, several of the proposed retrofit techniques analyzed in 3
the EA have been eliminated from further consideration in order to avoid a detrimental 4
impact on businesses and patrons at and surrounding the Platform, including the World 5
Trade Club (see revised EA sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.3).  Accordingly, impacts 6
associated with their implementation are no longer applicable.  Further design review 7
also indicates that pile driving, dredging, and fill will be substantially reduced 8
compared to that analyzed in the EA, as would be the resulting noise, water quality, and 9
public access impacts (see revised EA sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.8 for additional details).  10
Responses to specific concerns are addressed below.   11

K-2. A copy of the EA was received by Tim Odenweller at the World Trade Club, on August 12
28, 2005.  In addition, the Public Notice of Availability was sent to the following 13
representatives at the World Trade Club: Christian Thon, Damir Priskich, Tad Lacey, 14
and Gregory Putnam.  This mailing meets the Federal Highway Authority’s (Lead 15
Agency) requirements for public review pursuant to NEPA, and provided the World 16
Trade Club a 30-day period to review and comment on the environmental document.   17

K-3. Per NEPA CEQ Guidance, technical studies are not required to be circulated to the 18
public with the EA; however, BART sent a copy of the Noise Technical Study on 19
December 12, 2005 to Chan, Doi & Leal, LLP.  In addition, all technical studies, including 20
the Noise Technical Study, were made available for review during the 30-day public 21
comment period at six locations:  the BART, Caltrans, and FHWA offices, and three local 22
libraries (San Francisco Main, Rockridge Branch, and Oakland Main).  The EA is 23
required to contain sufficient technical information from these reports to substantiate the 24
conclusions drawn.25

Further design review indicates that an estimated six of the total 116 steel pipe piles 26
associated with Pile Array installation at the San Francisco Transition Structure may 27
require use of an impact hammer.  The remainder of these piles would be installed by 28
rotating or oscillating techniques, which are not expected to produce noise levels or 29
vibration in excess of approved standards.  In addition, project noise construction 30
measures will be implemented throughout the duration of construction to minimize or 31
reduce noise levels, as described in revised EA section 2.2.1, including limiting pile 32
driving hours to avoid the lunch and dinner hours.  See also response to Comments F-35 33
and F-36.   34

For further information on the proposed construction phases at the Platform, see revised 35
EA section 2.1.2 and Figures 2 through 7.  The anticipated construction schedule for the 36
transition structure is described in revised EA section 2.1.4; retrofits are expected to take 2 37
to 3 years.  38

K-4. To facilitate access to and use of the Platform during retrofits at the San Francisco 39
Transition Structure, construction would occur in up to six phases, ensuring that 40
portions of the Platform remain publicly accessible by both pedestrians and transit, 41
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including entrance(s) to the World Trade Club throughout the duration of construction 1
activities (see Figures 2 through 7).  BART will continue to consult with the World Trade 2
Club to ensure that access to the existing entrance(s) on the Platform remain operational 3
during construction, as it is expected that patron access to the club and commercial 4
deliveries would continue through these entrances.  5

K-5. Please see response to Comment C-5.  Measures will be implemented to ensure that 6
noise, vibration, pollution (e.g., dust), and public access impacts are minimized during 7
construction as described in revised EA sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.8.  BART will specify 8
these measures, as well as other BART standard construction measures, within all 9
construction contracts to minimize environmental impacts.  See also response to 10
Comments F-34 through F-36.  However, although social impacts must be considered for 11
purposes of NEPA, including impacts on access to services that businesses provide to 12
the public, potential lost business income is not an environmental impact.13

K-6. Comment noted.  BART, in cooperation with Caltrans and FHWA, will continue to 14
consult closely with the World Trade Club to ensure construction impacts are reduced or 15
minimized through proper implementation of mitigation measures proposed in the EA.16
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Jane Connors, San Francisco Ferry Building, Equity Office, September 28, 2005 1

L-1. Comment noted.  Responses to specific comments are provided below.   2

L-2. See response to Comments F-34 through F-36.  BART, in cooperation with Caltrans and 3
FHWA, will continue to consult closely with the Port and Ferry Building tenants to 4
ensure noise levels are maintained within acceptable limits throughout the extent of 5
construction activities at the Ferry Terminal area.  See also revised EA section 2.2.1 for 6
details regarding the proposed noise reduction measures.   7

L-3. Please see response to Comment L-2.  8

L-4. Revised EA Section 2.2.4 includes a mitigation measure requiring the proper handling, 9
disposal, and use of hazardous materials in the vicinity of active pedestrian and public 10
use areas at the San Francisco Ferry Building.11

L-5. Revised EA Section 2.2.4 includes a mitigation measure requiring BART to contact the 12
San Francisco Ferry Building Management within 72 hours prior to the start of 13
construction activities that could release fumes that may affect Ferry Building tenants or 14
patrons.15

L-6. BART will be required to obtain regulatory permits consistent with local, state, and 16
federal requirements, including those from the San Francisco Regional Water Quality 17
Control Board, and to adhere to conditions imposed as part of these permits regarding 18
water quality and pollution control.  See also EA section 3.1.2.2 for a discussion of 19
project actions that will be implemented to avoid water impacts, such as use of 20
temporary construction sheet pile walls around construction areas for confinement of 21
turbidity and construction debris.22

L-7. As described in EA section 3.5.2.2, proposed retrofits would have negligible impacts on 23
geology and seismicity, including at the San Francisco Transition Structure.  Completion 24
of these upgrades will actually strengthen the land materials surrounding the transition 25
structure and Tube, and greatly reduce the potential for liquefaction or other 26
seismically-induced impacts or erosion.  During dredging activities, BART will use 27
temporary construction sheet pile walls, which will also act to reduce the potential for 28
slope failure.  Removal of portions of the Ferry Plaza Platform, including up to 80 29
support piles, will be replaced and redeveloped to pre-construction conditions.  30

L-8. Environmental impacts associated with the proposed project would be temporary (i.e., 31
only occur during the duration of construction activities); the project would not result in 32
any permanent, long-term adverse impacts.  In addition, the Platform will be restored to 33
its pre-project conditions following project completion.  See revised EA sections 2.2.1 34
through 2.2.8 for proposed mitigation measures that will be implemented to ensure 35
impacts to the Platform and surrounding area are minimized during project construction.  36
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5.0 ACRONYMS 1

BART   San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District 2

BCDC   San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission 3

Caltrans  State of California Department of Transportation 4

CDFG   California Department of Fish and Game 5

CESA   California Endangered Species Act 6

CHP   California Highway Patrol 7

CUESA  Center for Urban Education about Sustainable Agriculture 8

CWA   Clean Water Act 9

cy   cubic yards 10

CZMA   Coastal Zone Management Act 11

dBA   A-weighted decibel 12

EA   Environmental Assessment 13

EFH   Essential Fish Habitat 14

ESA   federal Endangered Species Act 15

FHWA   U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration 16

FONSI   Finding of No Significant Impact 17

FPLP   Ferry Plaza Limited Partnership 18

LOS   level of service 19

MHTL   mean high tide line 20

NOAA   National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 21

NMFS   National Marine Fisheries Service 22

sf   square feet 23

SWPPP  Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 24

WTA   Water Transit Authority 25
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